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Bruised Heart

You can see it in my eyes
The pain you caused
If you could only imagine
How my heart is bruised

How can I forgive you
For what you did
Why should I let you stay
Between my eyelids

I don't need you here
To tell me I failed
I don't want your pity
That ship has since sailed

I just need my time
To heal my mind
So maybe one day
A true love I will find

Nate Snowball
Cloak Of Sibleness

This shroud of darkness
That covers my life
Is being ripped off
After pain and great strife

The love that I feel
Is ever so strong
I hope that this feeling
Can last very long

My life is getting better
Just time had to pass
So that my soul could grow
And my depression could go past

My friends are almost gone
But my love has just arrived
This feeling of completeness
Is more than my life has derived

Nate Snowball
Love Or Death

In this world of hate
I try to survive
With all this pain
To madness I drive

Release my soul
From your cold grip
All that I can feel
Is my warm tears drip

I must be freed
Upon this day
For I cannot live
If it is here that I stay

Nate Snowball
Mental Wasteland

I walk through the chaos of the disaster.
Jagged ends threaten me from all directions,
warning me to keep my distance.
Dense fog swirls by,
ensuring I cannot make sense of the chaos.
Just an observer in my mind,
unable to investigate the disaster in my own head.
The locusts feeding on the life that survived,
cutting short my stay.

What could cause such a nightmare to exist,
and why can't I wake from this hell?

Nate Snowball
Morning Breeze

The steady breeze
Blowing through my hair
The sweet smelling scent
Of a freshly cut pear

The beautiful sun
Rising in the east
The mountains galore
Filled with gigantic beasts

The eerie dark raincloud
Approaching from the south
And the blooming trees
Hearing chirps from birds' mouths

All of this
And much much more
Are signs of spring
Away from the wars.

Nate Snowball
Of Love And Loss

You thought you got away with it
That I would never know
But I knew all about your lie
And I dealt the deadly blow.

You couldn't have imagined
The wrath I hold so dear
You cowered before me
Shaking with great fear.

Why did you have to do this
Make me end this pain
I only wanted to be happy
Live life simple and plain.

And now there you lie
Your face full of guilt
But who has to clean up
This blood I have spilled?

Nate Snowball
The Descent To Ascension

Let pain and joy
Forever be
Through endless nights
Light will free

In life and death
Memories flow
For eternity
Shall never go

By love and loss
Regret is bound
No life can be
Until it's found

From health to sickness
Life continues
Always embracing
The warmth ensues

From dawn til dusk
We shall prevail
Only with hope
Will we not fail

Now til the end
Life will go on
Life is blessed
Until it's gone

Nate Snowball
Too Late To Say Hello

As time's gone by
Your love I felt
You didn't know why
I wouldn't say it

But I'll say it now
Even tho it's too late
I want you to know
My love is great

You helped me live
And for your return
Nothing I gave
And nothing I could earn

So I love you still
Even tho it wont matter
If I say it until
Our friendship shatters.

Nate Snowball
I travel a perilous journey
The road oft called Life
Filled with great Beasts of Evil
And not ever short of strife

This path has become icy
A dark, thin road I walk
I struggle not to slip
While at me the beasts do mock

Out of a dense dark fog
I see you drawing near
To guide my lost soul
And relieve me of my fear

You grab hold of my hand
And guide me to safety
You show me a warm light
Where we can both be free

Together we are held
In a state of pure sweet bliss
With this love that we share
We embrace and share a kiss

Never again will I walk
On that dark icy trail
For now I have you
With whom I can forever sail

Nate Snowball
War And Peace

War is Peace  
Peace is War

War unites against  
One common enemy  
Peace tears apart  
A dream-like society

The fear during War  
Gives control to the government  
The calmness of Peace  
Lets your guard down with sentiment

War causes death  
Physically, Statistically

Peace ends life  
Emotionally, Personally

War is Peace  
Peace is War

Nate Snowball
You gave me your heart
I tore it apart
You gave me a life
I slit with a knife

When I realized what I had
You were far beyond sad
I tried to make up
It was already corrupt

Now I've done it again
This repetitive sin

My love grows so strong
But now it is wrong
Your love I can't regain
For I've caused too much pain

Now all I can say
Is I hope for a day
Where you find the one
Your search will be done

I will never release
This love that brings peace
So long as I live
My heart I will give

Nate Snowball